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Take command of a platoon of Astral Troopers! You’re a recent graduate from the Astral College and strike officer training,
you have just been posted to the Astral Corps 5d3b920ae0
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Liked it better then choice of robots. Finished one play through in 2 hours.. "Choice of" games suddenly got worse. Specifically,
Fog of War is a disappointment. It's short, it feels very much "on rails" and some roleplaying options leave you with very limited
choices. If somebody made this game to sow how pointless the war is does a bang-up job of showing how pointless is to try and
change anything in this scenario - even if and especially if you're honorable and try to do what people fighting a war a supposed
to do, morally. So, basically, real life and your choices matter little. Nice idea for a "choice of" game.
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